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Abstract
The paper considers the task of identifying a
causal, linear, dynamic, multivariable system excited
by stationary, zero-mean noise of unknown spectrum, and
given measurements of the system inputs and outputs
contaminated by independent, additive noise also of
unknown soectra. Although
general
- the solution is in .
not unique, finite-dimensional parameterizatians of the
solution set are given, even though the various spectra
may not be rational.
1 . Introduction

con side^ the problem of identifying a linear,
time-invariant, dynamic, multivariable system given
noisy measurements of it. In contrast to the common
situation, the input as well as the output is
contaminated with an unknown amount of noise.
MoPe specifically, we postulate the existence of
three random vector sequences Lxk), I
I
of the
same dimension n, mutually independent and stationary,
together with a time-invariant, linear, multivariable,
causal,
system defined
by a bounded, linear,
convolution operator [Wk, k ? a] mapping [xk] into a
vector sequence (yk) also of dimension n according to
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For the dynamic case, let
YY
power spectrum matrix of [ x yl' , and w(z) the transfer
function from x to y, with z denoting the d e l a y
operator, as in C51. Under certain reasonable
assumptions, called the standing assumptions, a similar
result is obtained in 151, namely
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The remainder of C51 is devoted to constructing
w(eJu) satisfying (1.6) and parameterizing the solution

set of (1.6).
The key idea is to construct the
magnitude of w ( e J w ) from the phase, which is known from
(1.6a), by using a formula from analytic functios
theory relating the real and imaginary parts of
analytic functions.
The principle of the argument
allows one to determine the number, N say, of unstab!e
(nonminimum phase) zeros of ~ ( 2 ) . The solution set is
then shown to be an N+1 parameter family. Indeed N af
the parameters are just the positions of the unstable
zeros of w ( z ) , and the remaining parameter is a scali-8
constant which must be chosen to satisfy (1.6b). (Note
that this may not be possible for an arbitrary choice
of the zeros of w ( z ) , but for at least one choice, 1
suitable scaling constant must exist).
Thus in the
minimum phase (no unstable zeros) case, or if the
unstable zeros are given, the solution is as for
static case, ie. uniquely determined up to a scalic5
constant confined to a finite interval.
In the multivariable case it is still possible tc
obtain formulae analogous to ( 1 . 6 ) when 1,,(w)
> 0 far
all w. namelv
~,
(1 , 7 5 1
wieju! = ryx(~) (rxx(~) - A("))->
where A(w! is an arbitrary Hermitian matrix valuec
function of w satisfyin
(1.70)
Lxxi;) - Zxy(u) Ey>(w) Zyx(u) 2 A(u) 2 0
and Cyy w) denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of
ryy C51.
However this does not ensure w is causal and there
are major difficulties invclved in applying the scalar
solution technique just outlined to solving (1.7). The
scalar technique proceeds from phase information, but
,

(yki

are not available for
The processes [ik),
measurement, but rather we can measure, for k E ( - , - )
(1.2a)
xk = k: + ui(
(1.2b)
Yk = Yk
vk
Our concern is not to identify a particular LWk),
no? to give conditions for a unique solution to exist,
which fit the
but to characterize t!le class of 1
data. For scalar systems (n = 1). this approach in the
The scalar
non-dynamic case goes back to [I 1 ,[2] ,[31.
dynamic case has been treated in [41,[51. Although we
state the problem for square systems, the non-square
rational case can be reduced the sauare case by. .Dre or
post multiplication by unimodular matrices (i.e.
roulcalumn operations). This possibility is explored
after the square problem is solved in section 4 .
Since it is the aim of this paper to extend the
results of [51 to multivariable systems, we now briefly
review the main results or 151.
Let us recall first the following static result
(see eg. C61,C~I). syppose (1.2) holds and
Yk = WXk
(1.3)
with w a real scalar to be identified, and [xk), [uk),
I.v , . l are discrete-time. zero mean. white noise aaussian
processes. We are grven the matrlx
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and we assume that ~1;~" > 0. The range of possible u
is

~

,,hat is the phase of a matrix? Secondly, given some
definition of the phase of a matrix, is it possible to
-p e ~ ~ n S t r U cthe
t
complete matrix from knowledge of the
~ n a s e ,perhaps under a minimum phase assumption? Even
if one knew the phase of every entry of W, one cannot
determine the zero structure of the entries from the
=era structure of W (eg. if W is known to be minimum
phase).
Thus an entry by entry solution is not
possible.
The solution technique presented in this paper is
based on the factorization of matrix valued functions,
a special case of which is the better known spectral
factorization.
The factorization theory is well
developed and is used extensively in the theory of
integral equations.
After formally stating the
oroblem, our assumptions and notation. we will
introduce this factorization theory and hence proceed
to solve the errors-in-variables identification problem
at hand.

=

3.

Summary of Matrix Factorization Theory

The matrix factorization theory we will be
concerned with in this section has a long history,
going back to Hilbert, Wiener and Hopf, Paley and
Wiener and others, and has been closely associated uith
the solution of singular integral equations.
More
recently the theory has been exposed by Gohberg, Krein
and Clancey, [El, C91 from which we draw the material
in this section. The theory is better known to the
linear systems and stochastic process communities in
the specialized context of spectral factorization, o r
the slightly more general canonical factorization of
1101. We will, however, need the general theory of
r91.
Throughout this paper we will be concerned with the
factorization, relative to the unit circle, of matrix
functions with entries in the Wiener algebra (defined
below), and will always state the factorization results
for this algebra, although this is not necessary (see

Formal Problem Statement
We now introduoe some basic assumotians on the
errors-in-variables (E.I.V.) system, as well as some
notation, which will apply throughout this paper.
The vector notation used is standard, with all
vectors being complex column vectors. If A is a matrix
o r vector, A will denote tne Hermitian conjugate of A
(ie. complex conjugate transpose).
A matrix A is
Hermitian if A* = A.
A matrix function kcw),
0 5 w < 2n will be called positive (non-negative) if
the quadratic farm xXA(o)x, where x is an arbitrary
ncn-zero vector, has only real positive ("on-negative)
values. The notation A(w) > B(w) (A(w) 2 B(w)) will
mean A(w) - B(w) is positive (non-negative). This vill
often be abbreviated A > B ( A L B).
The E.I.V. system consists of six random vector
IuK).
I
lxk). (yk1 of
sequences 15k1, I
dimension n related by (1 .1) and 1 . 2 The causal
impulse response [Wk, k20) is a..:umed to satisfy the
~tabilityrequirement

r9ii.

Let C denote the unit circle lzl = 1 in the Riemann
sphere C U I - ) , and let C+, C- be respectively the
regions t lzl < I), 1 z > I u
he Wiener algebra
of complex nxn matrix functions, which we denote W,,
consists of all nxn complex matrices F on C of the form
F
=
ejkw
k=-00 k
(3.1)
for which the norm

.

i

k.O
m
(2.la)
we furthermore assume that [3k).(~k).i~k) are mutually
independent, stationary, zero mean processes and that
their power spectrum matrices are bounded and
respectively positive, nan-negative, non-negative.
FOP the factorization theory, and also to be
consistent with [51, it is more convenient to use the
mathematical literature notation where z denotes the
backward shift operator, rather than z-' which is used
in engineering literature. The transfer matrix
associated with the sequence IWk,kZO), W(z), is defined
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AS we shall see, the converse is not true.
Given a standard data matrix I(w), our problem is
to determine the class of E.I.V. systems which satisfy
the standing assumptions and are such that I(u) is the
power spectrum matrix of Cx", y"1".
The pair W(eJw), Ztp(w) corresponding to an E.I.V.
System which Satisfies the standing assumptions and has
~ ( w )as the power spectrum matrix of [xX, yX1* will be
called a solution of the E.I.Y. problem.
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F * e -jkw
k
We will denote by Writ, W,- respectively the
subalgebras of matrix functions F+, F. of the form

is finite. Note that F(eJw)

=

.

-m

k

W(z) = 1 W,z
(2.2)
For technical reasons, we also assume det W(z) i 0 for
z = 1 We wlll dlscuss how this assumption can be
.
The
removed later (see remark 7 of section 4 ).~
assumptions in the preceding two paragraphs will be
called the standing assumptions.
The standing assumptions ensure W(z) is analytic in
121 ( 1. Note also that det W(z) can have onlv a finite
number of zeros in lzl < 1, and no zeros on iil = 1.
A standa~ddata matrix will be a 2nx2n, bounded,
non-negative, Hermitiat matrix
"I'~'
121(W) ] , with Iij nxn satisfying
~

w,+ (W,-) can also be thought of as the space of matrix
functions with absolutely convergent Fourier series
which are analytic in C+ ( C - ) . Rlso observe that
F E w,+
if and only if F* c Wn%!I.
Further, let GIW,],
GCW,'],
CCWn-I denote
respectively the group of elements in Wn, Wni, Wn-91
which are invertible, that is their inverses exist and
are in W,, W,+, Wne81 resp. Note that the space of
rational nxn matrix functions is dense in Wn.
Theorem 3.1 (Existence): Every element F c CCW,I
admit3 a factorization F = F+DF. relative to C, where
F+ E CIWntl, F- E GCWn-1 and

~II(w). IZ2(u) positive and Z~l(w) non-singular for all
W.

If X , y come from an E.I.V. system satisfying the
standing assumptions and I(w) is the power spectrum
matrix of [ x * , yX1*, then I(w) is a standard data
matrix Since

D(z)

for z
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where z+, Z- are arbitrary points in C + , Crespectively and . . . rn are integers, with
~i b ri+r, i = l,..,n-I.
Remarks
1. The factorization in the Theorem is a left
factorization of F.
In the right factorization, the
positions of F+ and F. are reversed. The integers
ci. i=l ,..,n
are called the left (right) partial
indices of the factorization, or since we will only be
dealing with left factorizations, simply the partial
indices.
The integer
= +
+ K
is called the
total index, and is equal to 217 times the change in arg
det F(eJu) around C. In general, no components of the
are the same for left and
factorization (ie. F+,D.F.)
right factorizations.
2.
F r G[W,I
is equivalent to F c W, and det
~ ( e j w ) o for all o.
~ R o o ~ Q n 0~ eE C+ and
s C-, it proves possible to
k
D(z) = diag [zK'
,z "1 for z r C. In this case, the
factorization will be called standard.
Theorem 3.2: The partial indices in any two left
factorizations of F are the same. In particular if two
factorization3 use the same z+,z- the two D matrices
must be the same; any two standard left factorizations
of F have the same diagonal factor.
Remark
The factors Ft are not unique, but can be
characterized (see [8,91). As we will not require this
characterization, we will not give any details.
Theorem 3.3 (Spectral Factorization): There exists F- c
GIWn-l suck that
F = F. F, F- s GCWn-l
if and only if F is positive and Hermitian.
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With the notation of thls section, observe that 3:anoing
assiuiptims 3n 4 ,
. p p ;re cqt.::;Ler.~
W e h','
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4. The General Solution
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z-z,

is such that (H-)ij is a polynomial of
1

degree i a, in

+

(x).
.

Izl L 1 and ri L 0 for all i, then
with det H(z)
0
it is obvious that H- E GCWnVI and DH- E W,*, so
H- E H(D)
Conversely, lf H- c H(D), then H- E G[W,-I,
so
det H-(z) $ 0, lz( 2 1 .
Let D be as rn (3.4). Then
1

H-

E

H(D). Henoe

rf ~i < o for some i, (4.2) implies (H-)ij, which is
analytic in C-, admits an analytic continuation into

I

c

2-2-

(namely
/ i ( i ~ i j) and hence must be constant '
I
I
(recall E C-). In view of the fact that (H-)ij
for z = z+ by (4.2), we have (H-)ij 0. However this
implies H- has a zero column, and so is not invertible
Thus H(D) is empty if r i
contradicting H- E GCW;].
0 for any i.
If ri L 0 for all i, then it follows from (4.2)
that (H-)ij is analytic in C- and may be continued
analvticallv into C,, with the exceotion of the
point z,, at which it has a pole of order i ri. Thus
( H - ) must
~ ~ be a polynomial in 1
of degree i ki. vvv

-

.

;

z-z+

Theorem 4.1: Suppose C(w) is a standard data matrix
and let CZL(W) = F+(eJW)D(eJW)F.(eJu)
be a fixed but
arbitrary
factorization
of
I ,
F+ c GIWnt],
F. F GCW,-I. D as in (3.4).
For a solutlon to the
E.I.V.~problem to exist, it is necessary and sufficient
thatthere there exists an H- H(D) such that
H-(eJw)~-(eJw)* i ~ ( e ~ ~ ) ~ ' F + ( e ~ ~ ) ~ ~ C , , ( w ) ~ + ( e J w ) ~ * ~ ( e j w

- ~.

In this case ~(ejw),Zpp(w) is a solution of the E.I.V.
problem if and only ,if
w(eJw) = F + ( ~ J ~ ) D ( ~ J ~ ) H - ( ~ ~ ~ ) H ~ ( ~ ~ )(4.4a)
~F~(~Jw
Cpp(w) = F-(eJu)*(~-(eJo)~-(eJw)*)~'FF(eJw)
(4.4b)
where H- E H(D) is any solution of (4.3).
Proof:
Note that since C is a standard data matrix,
C2, E G[W,l,
and thus has a factorization by Theorem
3.1.
Part 1: We show that W.Cpp satlsfy the standlng
assumptions wlth Eli E CyX = WZpp if and only if (4.4)
holds.
..
..

In this section we completely characterize the
solution set of the E.1.V problem in terms of the
This
factors of the cross-spectrum matrix iy,(w).
result extends the results of C51 to the multivariable
case as promised. Before stating the main result, we
define a set of H(D). and derive a few simDle
properties of it.
Definition: Let D be any diagonal matrix function of
the form (3.4). Then
H(D) = (H- s G[W,-I
: DH- E )
',W
(4.1)
Lemma 4.1: Let H = "H+DH. be a 'ieft factorization of
.' if and onlv if H- c~.H(D).
H F- ClW-1.
- - >,-- Then H E W
,since
Proof: Suppose H c wnC: Then DH- H+-'H E ',W
r
s GIWntl.
Conversely, if H. s H(D), we have
VVV
DH- E Wni and so H = H+DH- E w,+
Lemma 4.2: Let r , ,...,c , be the partial indices of D,
where D is as in (3.4). Then H- s H(D) if and only if
ri 2 0 , i=;,...,n and (H-)ii is a polynomial of
such that det H-(z) f 0, /zl L 1 .
degree 5 ~i in
Proof:-If H-

(4.2)

(H-)ij

=

HIJ c W,+

.

as

Let W,Cpp satisfy $4.;) for some H- s H(D). Then
F+DH.H.*F-F- (H.H-*)-'F= F+DF= Cz1
Clear1
as H- E H(D),
we have DH. E .
',w
Also
Since 1-p has a
F,, :'.H * : F
E GCWni1, so W E Wn+.
F
spectral factorization, namely (H--'F-)*(H-- F-), it
also satisfies the standing assumptions.
Conversely, let w
i
satisfy the staniing
assumptions, with i,, I Cy, = WZpp. Let ipp = M- M-.
Hence
w C ~ , L ~ ~ =- 'F,DF-M--'M--* c wn+
Since
c GCW,'],
this implies DF-M-.' c Wnt.
That IS
F-ML-' = H- c H(D) by L e m m a 4.1.
and thus
This gives M- = H.-IF.,
ipp = M.*M.
= F.*H.-*H--'F= F-*(H.H.*)-'Fand
w = Eyx i-xR-' =
= F+DH-H-*F--*
and we are done with part 1 .
Part 2: We show any W , Cpp satisfying (4.4) are
m b l e with the standard data if and only if (4.3)
i5 satisfied.
Let W,Lpp satisfying (4.4) also be compatible with
the standard data matrix.
Thus
wi3pwX
Cvvx= ryy ' xzr
ie. F+DH.H- * D* F+ =
SO H-H-* =

wzp?
...- =

.

F+.M.-•

F+DF.-'H.HL*F.-•

+

Also
Cpp + C, = Zrx = C, 1
ie. F-*(H-H-*)-'F- = 111 - iuu
SO (H-H-*)-' = F--*(I,, - z,~)F--'

5 F--:Z,,F--'
conversely, if H-H- satisfies equation (4.3). define
EL, = El I - Lgp
Ivy = E22 - w1ggw*
and it is trivial to verify that they are non-negative,
Hermitian, bounded and are compatible with the standard
data matrix.
VVV
Remarks:
is natural to ask whether mlnimum phase
.elutions B ~ W I V S exist to the problem, and if not, when
--r"..-,
n e v eulst. ~ h i scan easllv be.derived from Theorem 4.1
and the result is the following:
Definition: A matrix function W E Wn vill be called
minimum phase if W is causal, stable and has causal
atable
. ~inverse. ie. W E GCW,+I.
Corollary 4.1: Hypotheses as for Theorem 4.1. The
standard data matrix is produced by a mimimum phase
plant W if and only if all the left
oartial indices of C,,(w)
are zero and there is a
Lon-singular constan: inatrix satisfying
HH* 5 F + - ' C ~ ~ + (4.5a)
(HH")~' 5 F- L,,F--'
(4.5b)
In this case. W(eJW), Egg(w) IS a salutlon of the
E.I.V. problem if,and only lf
w(eJw) = F+(~?w)HH*F-(~Jw)-*
~;o(o) = F-(~J~)*(HH*)-'F-(~~~)
where H is any constant nan-singular matrix satisfying
(4.5).
In the scalar case, HH* is just a real scalar confined
to a finite interval. With H nxn, we have n(n+1)/2
forming the lower triangular portion of HH*
to adjust within the restrictions imposed by Corollary
4.1.
2 . If CgF is rational, there exists a rational
factoriza ion, ie. Iyx = F+DF- , F,, F- rational (191
page 14), and since H(D) has only rational elements
(Lemma 4.2), we see that a rational spectrum Xy,,can
only come from rational W, fgg. Indeed, it is posslble
to calculate the factorization F+DF- only when Cy, is
rational. Likewise, if
the standard data I is
constant, Corollary 4.1 impies that all solutions W,
Cgk of the E.I.V. problem are constant. Thus rational
(resp. constant) data can only arise from a rational
(resp. static) problem.
3.
Lemma 4.2 implies that the set H(D) can be
parametrized finite dimensionally - the coefficients of
the polynomials being the parameters. Clearly then,
the total number of parameters is not m o r e than
n
"(<in), where r = E r i = En x (change in arg det Iii(w)
around Cl is the total index of E,,(w).
.4. Consider the scalar case n = 1 .
The technique of
C51 gives rise to-solutions of the form
W(z1 = uU,,(z)W~(z)
(4.6)
~~~

~

-A,.

.-

F

where

1

(2-,;

l;ilf-

(4.7)
(I-aiz)
is an all-pass function and WA(z) is minimum phase,
dependent on
: [ail < 1 , i=l,..,~I.
A = I
TO connect this with Theorem 4.1, let F+DF- be a
NOW observe that an
standard factorization of C
arbitrary H- E H(D) has the Y
f oh
=

n

With h an arbitrary scalar and r the total index.
Observe also that
H-*(z) = h* 5 (I-aiz), Izl=l
(4.9)
SO that the all-oass factor (4.7) mav be written

"A'*' -

I

I*/-,

<-.,",

H-*(?.)
Now from (4.4al W is F+DF--~IH-I', and this can be

written in the form cf (4.6) with the scaling constant
p = lhli, and

-

W

F+FI* (H_*)'
=

(4.11)
12
In1
5. Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 imply that the solution
has a negative left
set of the E.I.V. is empty if L,
Partial index. If Ey, does have a negative partial
index. we can find W c Wn compatible with the standard
data matrix, but such a W cannot be causal and hence
does not satisfy the standing assumptions. Of course
even if all the left partial indices of Ey, are
non-negative, non-causal W compatible with the standard
data matrix can exist (simply relax the condition
H- E H(D)
to
H- E G1qn'l
in
Theorem
4.1).
Inverse-causal W (ie. W- causal) which satisfy the
Standard data matrix will exist only when all the left
partial indices of Eli are non-positive (to see this,
interchange x and y and observe that the left partial
indices of Ex are the negative of the left partial
indices of .
Although not surprising since
multivariable transfer matrices can have both causal
and inverse causal channels, this situation is in
Contrast to the scalar case, where we can always find W
compatible with the standard data and either W or W-'
satisfying the standing assumptions. To recover a
corresponding property for the multivariable case, one
should perhaps interchange some of the input and output
components, rather than the entire vectors.
6. The proof of Theorem 4.1, in particular part 2,
shows that if any one of the four unknowns W, Egg. Luu,
IVY is available, the identification problem rs
uniquely solvable. Indeed, any information about these
four quantities. in particular upper bounds on fuu.
Lyy, Will reduce the solution set.
7. Part of the assumptions on the standard data was
det C
0 for w E CO. 271. If det Cll(o) = 0 at
wi, i = 1 , . . ,N <
and is non-zero otherwise, the
problem can be solved similarly to the scalar case (
see C51) as follows:
Form a contour C, by perturbing the unit circle C
towards the origin by circular arcs of radius c
centered at the points wi, i = 1 ,...,N. Choose c such
that det Ell(z) 0, z E Cc and such that C, , ( z ) is
positive on C,.
Then perform all factorizations
~elativeto C, instead of C and proceed as before.
8. It is natural to ask whether the procedure
developed in this paper can be extended to "on-square
systems, where W, Iy, a r e nxm and Igg is mxm. If Cy, is
rational with n > m ( n < m), we can reduce it by
premultiplication by a unimodular polynomial matrix in
z (postmultiplication by a unimodular polynomial matrix
in )
to a matrix where the last n - m rows (m - n
columns) are zero. This reduces the problem to a square
one which can be solved using Theorem 4.1. There is
however an important distinction between the cases
m l n and m > n. The first case i.s the same in its
essentials as the square case, with a finite
dimensional parameterization of the solution set. In
the second case (more inputs than outputs) the solution
set is no longer finite dimensional. This is because
the set [H- E GIWm-I : [D 01H- is analytic in lzl < 1 ,
with D nxn as in (3.4)j is not finite dimensional. In
the non-rational case, the reduction by unimodular
polynomial matrices is not possible, and identifying
the solution set remains an open problem.
9. Theorem 4.1 provides necessary and sufficient
conditions for a power spectrum matrix to arise from an
system.
nxn (or nxm as in previous remark) E.1.V
However we assume that n ( or n & m ) are known a
priori. Theorem 4.1 does not provide any proceedure for
finding n (n & m) such that a solution must exist,
appart from trial and error. In other words, it vill
tell when one has chosen the wrong set of inputs and
outputs, but will not ( a s yet) help decide which
A

8 .

.

.

inputs/OutputS should be chosen. See also remark 5.
This is currently under investigation.

6. Conclusion
By hypothesising causality of a transfer matrix
appearing
in
a
dynamic,
multivariable,
errors-in-variable model and making certain other
reasonable assumptions, it is possible to parameterize
the class of transfer matrices consistent with the
available data in a finite-dimensional way.
Despite this complete characterization of the
solution set of the E.1.V problem, a number of
questions remain. It is of earticular importance to
establish the robustness properties of solution set,
since the standard data power spectrum matrix will in
practice be only an approximation of the true spectrum.
Such would be clearly the case if the spectrum were
constructed from a finite data sample, or if data were
not available within a certain frequency range.
Furthermore, to construct the solution set of the
E.I.V. problem, it is necessary to reduce the "in
principle"
constructive procedure for
obtaining
factorizations of rational matrices in [91 to a
practical numerical algorithm.
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